The UK floods show the need to address the risks of climate change, but news teams still insist on pitching experts against sceptics, says Simon L. Lewis.
projections -even if uncertain -highlights that climate contrarians have not produced alternative predictive models, and therefore have little to contribute.
Some things have not improved this time around, however. The reporting on the UK floods again shows that scientists must be more vocal if the public are to receive more-accurate information from the media. Extreme events that are consistent with climate-change projections should open public debate about risk and societal responses. Images of flooded homes illustrate the danger to long-term investments that really matter to people. The demand is there for a valuable discussion, first on the science -the past projections and the results of attribution studies -and then on the possible political responses. Instead, the United Kingdom was again treated to a series of scientist-versusclimate-contrarian debates that conflate the two. Most controversially, BBC Radio 4's news programme Today broadcast a debate between leading climatologist Brian Hoskins of Imperial College London and Britain's most influential climate contrarian, and former Chancellor of the Exchequer, Nigel Lawson. Unsurprisingly, Lawson mangled the science, incorrectly stating that there had been no recent global increase in air temperature and that measurements of ocean temperature were "pure speculation". BBC editorial guidelines state: "The BBC must not knowingly and materially mislead its audiences. We should not distort known facts. " Clearly, the BBC failed.
Why does this happen? In short, producers do not want an inbox of complaints, and climate sceptics complain if they are not represented. And executives might feel they need to 'be fair' by bringing in sceptics. Of course, accuracy is in conflict with this notion of balance. So scientists should debate science with other scientiststhere is enough disagreement about the details of climate change to give the BBC their desired conflict. If Lawson is to be wheeled out to debate climate change, then let him argue on policy responses with another activist who promotes a different plan of action. Lawson leads a policyadvocate organization, so put him up against the head of Greenpeace. It would be a lively debate. Separating the science from the policy response in this way is crucial to avoid mismatching interviewees as the BBC has done, with inevitably misleading consequences.
When this separation does not happen, scientists of all stripes should kick up a fuss. 
